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Abstract. We discuss the effect of exotic particles in neutron star matter and the corresponding impact on gross properties of neutron stars within effective models for the
strong interaction. Particularly, for the quark-hadron parity-doublet model, we show results for compact star properties and discuss the phase structure of the model and its
possible relevance for heavy-ion collision phenomenology.

1 Introduction
Studying the phase structure of hot and dense strongly interacting matter is central to many experimental and theoretical efforts in modern nuclear physics. As a complement to a range of ultrarelativistic
heavy-ion collision experiments targeting in particular hot matter, the environment of neutron stars
samples high-density matter at very low temperature. In general, one cannot observe the dense matter
directly, but the observations of stellar properties like mass, radius and cooling behaviour have to be
interpreted using theoretical models in order to constrain the equation of state of stellar matter. In
order to calculate strong interaction matter relevant for compact stars as well as heavy-ion physics we
have developed and studied hadronic and hadron-quark models within the so-called chiral mean field
(CMF) approach.

2 Modeling compact stars
A realistic hadronic model of dense matter as it exists in neutron stars has to contain, in addition to
nucleons, hyperons as degrees of freedom. One example is the hadronic chiral mean field model [1],
where baryons and mesons from the lowest SU(3) multiplets are coupled linearly:

LB = −
ψ̄i [γ0 (giω ω + giφ φ + giρ ρ) + giσ σ + giδ δ + giζ ζ + M0i ]ψi .
(1)
i

The baryon fields ψi interact with the mean fields of the vector mesons (the isoscalar ω, the isovector
ρ, and the isoscalar field with hidden strangeness φ), as well as with the corresponding scalar fields
σ, δ, and ζ. M0i is a small explicit mass term. The coupling strengths gBM follow from a fitting of
vacuum properties like baryon masses, nuclear matter properties and hypernuclear binding energies,
as discussed in [1, 2].
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However, independent of the interaction model, including hyperons (or other states) as additional
degrees of freedom softens the equation of state and in turn reduces the maximum star mass. Therefore, there has to be a mechanism that suppresses (or removes) the amount of hyperons at densities
relevant for compact star physics. One possibility is the vector repulsion of hyperons generated by
the exchange of the φ meson [3–5]. This finding reinforces the point that when including hyperons
as parts of the baryon octet, one should also take into account the corresponding SU(3) multiplets in
the meson sector. As illustration of the effect of the φ exchange, Fig. 1 shows the maximum stellar
mass that can be reached by solving the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov (TOV) equations [6, 7] for a
static star using the equation of state from the CMF model including hyperons. The curve illustrates
the effect on the stellar mass when the value of the baryon-φ meson coupling is decreased down to 0.
One can clearly observe the substantial reduction of the stellar mass if one neglects the effects of the
φ meson.

Figure 1. Maximum stellar mass as function of the normalized baryon-φ meson coupling strength calculated
within the CMF model.

Another possibility to avoid the softening of the equation of state is the change of degrees of
freedom through a transition to quark matter. However, in studies using a hadronic model combined
with a simple MIT-bag quark model [8] or in combined quark-hadron approaches based on the CMF
model [9], a big latent energy is found in the phase transition to quarks. This leads to a softening
of the equation of state and, for very strong phase transitions, stars with a quark core are not stable
static solutions of the TOV equations. This is a general behaviour for a strong phase transition that
can significantly reduce maximum star masses [10]. This effect on the masses might not necessarily
be too drastic, however, depending on the transition point. Fig. 2 shows the stellar mass in the purely
hadronic CMF model as function of the stellar central density. Here, the maximum mass of about
2.1 solar masses is reached at a density ρmax ≈ 6ρ0 . The function is rather flat around this value.
Consequently, in case exotic components like quarks or other particles appear at some lower density,
creating a large latent energy and an instability of the compact star, the maximum mass would still not
be reduced significantly, even if this density is, say, a third lower than ρmax due to the flatness of the
curve, this is a rather model-independent feature.
Alternatively, a combined quark-hadron approach based on the CMF model in the so-called paritydoublet formulation has been developed (QχP model) [11, 12]. The main feature of such a model is
that the octet of baryons us combined with their opposite parity partners [13–16], while quark degrees
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Figure 2. Stellar mass of the hadronic star, calculated within the CMF model, as function of the central density
in units of nuclear saturation density.

of freedom that couple linearly to the mean fields as in Eq. 1 are introduced. In the case of the nucleon,
this state might be the N(1535) resonance. For the hyperons the situation is not completely clear, here,
for simplicity, we assume equal vacuum mass splitting of the various parity partners [13]. Note that
related model studies for isospin-symmetric matter have been performed in a 2-flavor quark-mesonnucleon approach [17, 18].
In the parity-doublet approach the baryonic effective masses read


(1) 2
(2)
(2)
2
m∗i± =
(g(1)
(2)
σi σ + gζi ζ) + (m0 + ns ms ) ± gσi σ ± gζi ζ .

There are two possible coupling terms of the scalar fields and baryons g(1) , g(2) , where the second one
generates the splitting of the parity partners. Here, the term ns ms is an explicit flavor-breaking term,
where ns is the number of strange quarks in the baryon, and m0 is a chirally invariant mass term. Note,
that the mass of the doublets (in the equation denoted by the ± sign) is degenerate for vanishing scalar
fields, similar to the degeneracy of the pion and sigma meson in the chirally restored phase of the
linear sigma model. Using the equation of state resulting from this model, one obtains compact star
masses and radii as shown in Fig. 3. The maximum mass is about two solar masses in agreement with
accurately measured heavy pulsars [19, 20]. As a quite unique feature of this approach, the calculated
stars contain an extensive mixed phase of baryons and quarks [12], where the amount of quark matter
for specific stars is indicated in the figure. Here, in contrast to the previous discussion of hybrid stars
(neutron stars with a quark core), the mixed phase of quarks with baryons that have a strong repulsive
interaction is stiff enough to support stable heavy compact stars. Note the rather small values for the
stellar radius in agreement with various studies of low-mass X-ray binary systems [21, 22].

3 Hot and dense matter
In calculating the phase structure of dense and hot matter within the QχP model, one obtains the
phase diagram shown in Fig. 4. The bands show the transition region of the scalar condensate and
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Figure 3. Mass-radius diagram of hybrid stars in the QχP model. The circles indicate different amounts of quark
matter in the star.

the Polyakov loop field Φ that effectively describes the effect of the confinement as discussed in Refs.
[9, 11, 23]. The full lines indicate first-order phase transitions. There are two first-order transitions:
the one at lower chemical potential is the liquid-gas transition, whereas the second one corresponds
to the deconfinement transition with a low critical end point temperature of about 20 MeV. While the
first-order phase transitions vanish fast with rising temperature, these transitions, nevertheless, can
have significant impact on heavy-ion physics phenomenology. This can be seen by calculating the
baryon number susceptibilities of order n, χnB , defined as
χBn
∂n (P(T, µB )/T 4 )
=
.
∂(µB /T )n
T 4−n

(3)

with P denoting the pressure of the system. The susceptibilities are closely connected to particle
number fluctuations that can be measured in heavy-ion experiments. Fig. 5 shows the ratio of the
fourth- to second-order susceptibility. The black dashed lines indicate the continuation of the firstorder transition as crossover transitions. In addition, freeze-out curves [24] for different temperatures
are indicated in the plot. As a very interesting feature of this figure, one can observe a strong effect,
when the deconfinement and liquid-gas transition merge at high temperatures and low baryochemical
potential. Thus, experimental signals are expected to be strongly affected by the interference of those
two transitions (see Ref. [25]). Due to the treatment of the matter as homogeneous in this mean-field
approach, nucleonic clustering effects have not been considered here. Therefore, an extension of this
work along the lines considered in Refs. [26, 27], including clusters as effective degrees of freedom,
should be pursued in future work.
In future studies, this approach will be applied to dynamical collision studies by implementing the
equation of state in simulation codes for ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. Work along this line is
already in progress.
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Figure 4. Phase structure of the QχP model in the µB − T plane for isospin symmetric matter with zero net
strangeness. The filled areas indicate the range of the scalar condensate with 20% to 80% of the vacuum value,
and the Polyakov loop field with values between 0.2 and 0.8 .

Figure 5. Ratio of baryon number susceptibilities χ4B /χ2B for heavy-ion matter as function of chemical potential
and temperature. Freeze-out curves for different parameters are indicated.
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